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The  Author, his  Work  and his  Influence.‘

Flavius  Vegetius  Renatus was a minister of finance at the Roman Imperial court
towards the end of the fourth century.2 His ‘short military treatise’ was used and
admired for centuries, though he was not  a  professional soldier and, as he  said
himself, merely made his own version and redaction of  others’ books.  In its
original Latin and in vernacular translations, paraphrased, adapted and
versified, it survives in numerous manuscripts in England and on the continent.3

The author  wrote  for the  instruction  of his fellow-Romans in the period
when  the first barbarian invasions threatened the Empire and his picture of the
Imperial army is an idealised  one, combining the  most  successful elements of
previous  centuries. The work is practical, straightforward and authoritative in
tone  and as  such  remained acceptable  throughout  the Middle Ages. Its precepts
also became  known  through  other  not specifically military writings of men like
John  of Salisbury, Thomas Becket's  secretary (Policraticus, 1159), Vincent  of
Beauvais, an intimate of Louis IX of France  (Speculum  Doctrinale, 1250) and
Giles of  Rome  (De  Regimine  Principum, c.1280).4

Among those who possessed the De Re  Militari  were  Geoffrey Plantagenet,
Henry lI’s father; Edward I, for  whom  an Anglo-Norman version was perhaps
made in 1254-6;5 Thomas, Lord Berkeley, the patron of the maker of the earliest
English translation of which the manuscript discussed here is  a  copy; Humphrey
of Gloucester, Edward IV and the later Valois Dukes of  Burgundy.°

All  these  men must  have thought, as  Vegetius himself  had, that  a  book
could  be of use to those who wanted to study the military arts and  that  it would
have a real  practical value. Even Frangois  Villon, the fifteenth-century French
pub-crawler and  poet, called  Vegetius  sage Romain. grand  conseiller,7 and as
late as 1805 the Prince of Ligne  thought  the De Re  Militari  a  livre d ’or.  inspired
by God, that  ought  to be in the  pocket  of every general.

The following summary is an attempt to  give  an impression of the material
such  men  found  in the treatise.

It is  divided  into  four (sometimes five) books.  According to the original
preface the first of these teaches what kind of men make suitable recruits and
what  exercises  they are to be trained in: running, marching, leaping and
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swimming; the use of shield and  sword  (soldiers are to use the point and not the
edge  of the blade ‘ffor whan  thou  swytest thy right arme or right side is as it were
naked and uncovered and able to  catche  harme. But  whan thow  rynneste on the
poynte foynyng on thin ennemy then gost thou close on all thy body and
hurteste thy bodely ennemy or then he see it').8 Recruits are to learn the
handling of slings and javelins, bows  and arrows; to leap on and off horse, bare
sword in hand.  They are to be taught how to make and fortify camps, both
when the enemy is far away or dangerously near.

The second  book  was of less interest to medieval users and is concerned
with  the (ideal) composition of the legion and the titles and duties of its officers.
Among other things it advises  that  soldiers deposit part of their money in a
communal box kept with the ‘baners', (‘this for as'muche as  they shulde the more
manfully fight  in mayntenance of her baner in as  moche  as  they fawght  nat only
for the common right but also for her owen  persons  profite', £43).  The  book
ends with an enumeration of the engines of war, which  medieval translators
adapted to their own times.

Book  Three is the  most  popular and frequently used part of the  manual:
here is the famous  maxim  qui  desiderat  pacem praeparet  bellum  (‘who  desireth
pees array him to werre‘, £50) and here are the ‘general rules of war’ which
constitute  ‘the  earliest and  most  influential  attempt  to summarise briefly and
clearly the principles of military theory in  a  dogmatic form. No doubt these
rules in particular earned  Vegetius  his popularity in the Middle Ages and the
Renaissance’.9 The following quotations will give an idea of the tenor of these
maxims  and of  their wording as they appear in Richard III’s copy (ff.95-6b):

‘There beth  no  counselles better  then  tho of  which thyn ennemy hath  no  knowing
till  they ben  doon  in dede.
Every hooste  with  travail!  and labor  profitteth  and  sutteleth, but  with  ydilnes  he
dulleth. -
Good  Dukes  ne  fighteth  never openly in  felde, but  they be  dryven  therto  by sodeyn
happe  or  grete  nede"°

The  main  part of the  third  book  deals  with  strategy and  tactics; it discusses
the various kinds of warfare and how one is to preserve the health of an army,
what  unhealthy regions  and conditions are to be shunned and it claims  that  ‘our
olde wise werriors tolden  that  usage, exercise and  besy occupacion in dedes of
armes  profiteth  more to the keping of bodily helthe of her knyghtes then leches
or  medycynes’ (£53); it  explains  how one is to prevent mutiny, what  to do  when
in command of an inexperienced army, how to dispose  one’s  troops for battle
and where to  place  the commanders.

The fourth  book  discusses the use of  fortifications  and their component
parts: walls with  many angles, double  gates and ditches; it  contains  a description
of various siege engines and the use of mines. The last chapters are  devoted  to
naval warfare, ships and their building, the  winds  and the signs of approaching
storm.

The  English Translation.
Between c.1250 and the end of the  sixteenth  century the De Re  Militari  was

translated  into  French, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish, German and English. It
was  also used  as  a  source by several  authors  other  than  those  mentioned  above,
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among them Christine de Pisan in her  Livre  de  fais  d’armes  et de  chevaIerie
(1408/9), later translated and printed by Caxton in  1489.“

The  text  owned by Richard III is one of the eleven  extant  copies of the first
English translation, made in 1408 for Thomas, Lord Berkeley, at  whose
command other translations from Latin had been made..2 It is uncertain who
the  author  was, but a  good  case has been made for  John  Walton who also
rendered  Boethius’ De  Consolatione  Philosophiae  into English for Elisabeth
Berkeley in 1410.”

All medieval translations  were  partly adaptations; the authors tended to
leave out passages they did not understand, added  ‘modern’ examples  from their
own  experience  or commented on the conditions of  Vegctius’ time or indeed,
more harshly, on those of their own. They changed  some  of the  Roman
terminology and  expanded  other parts to suit the military preoccupations and
requirements of their age.'4

The  1408  translator produced  a  very readable, though slightly long-winded
text.  Like many of his fifteenth-century colleagues he had a preference for
doublets, translating one  Latin  word by two English equivalents, probably more
out of a desire to  show  off than in an effort to be clear. He added his own bits of
classical learning and information; for example he elaborated on the regard of
the Athenians for learning in general, quoted Isidore of Seville on  words  he
found obsolete, explained the properties of the labyrinth and warned his readers
that  the minotaur who lived there ‘is  seld  seen  in kynd’!ls When  the Latin was
incomprehensible to him, he either used the Latin term or omitted the passage
altogether. The  scribe  of Richard's copy is unlikely to have known Latin well for
he did not correct the simple errors in some of the (Latin) chapter  headings.

However corrupt the Latin  text  from which the  translators  worked and
whatever anachronisms they added or errors they and the  copyists  made, the
general spirit of the manual is the same as  that  of the original. It was not only
Vegetius’ detailed, practical advice that attracted so many readers, his
‘philosophy’, his patriotism, his emphasis on continuous exercise and his
moralising were also  congenial  to a medieval public. As  a  consequence his
precepts were endlessly repeated by writers of more generally edifying books
and ‘mirrors of princes’. Lydgate, for instance, in the prologue to his  T roy Book
assumes that Prince Henry (later Henry V) ‘is so fayn To hawnte [practise] his
body in pleies  marcyal, Thorugh exercise  texclude  slouth at al, After the
doctrine of Vygecius'.l6

The  Book  and its  Illumination.

This  copy of  Vegetius  appears to  have  always remained in the  Royal
Library of the  Kings  of England and now bears the number Royal 18  A  xii. Its
binding is red leather stamped  with  the arms and  monogram  of George 11, dated
1757. It is  a  small  volume, 9.5 by 6  inches, with  123 folios of vellum in
gatherings  of eight  leaves, each  lettered at the beginning.'7 One of the two
flyleaves at the beginning has  ‘Vigesius’ written at its head. There are unused,
ruled flyleaves at the  end.

The  text  is in an unremarkable cursive  hand  of the later fifteenth century,
regular and easy to  read.  Important words such as headings, names of certain
persons, regions and army ranks (some left in Latin) have been  written in red.
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Paragraph marks occur  throughout  in red, blue or gold, with red or blue pen
decoration. Each chapter begins with  a  ‘champ’, the medieval artist’s  word  for
an initial letter done in gold on  a  coloured  ground  with ornamental pen-sprays
extending a short way up or down the margin.m Here the colour for the champs
is divided into  two, a  dark rose (almost  a  wine-red, possibly the colour
contemporaries called murrey) and blue, both  over-painted  with white  sprays
of pinnate leaves. The pen-sprays terminate in curls  dotted  with green, or seed-
heads and  other  terminals filled in  with  gold. Few openings of the  book  do not
have colour or gold to enliven them.

There  are no miniatures. Each of the four  books  opens with  a  full ‘vinet’ —
again the contemporary artist’s word: a decorated initial letter on gold with  a
decorated border completely enclosing the text.'9 Each vinet is made up of two
elements. The first is a dominant formal pattern of foliage entwined round  a
narrow  double bar of colour and gold framing the edge of the  text.  Sometimes
these  bars end in  a  mock  realistic plant stem cut off as with a knife. The foliage
consists of  a  variety of acanthus leaves and trumpet flowers. The reserved  space
left by this  pattern is filled in with naturalistic flowers and plants; any spaces left
by this  infill are  then  strewn  with small  flower  motifs, spiked beads or burrs, pen
flourishes or squiggles.

The large initials of all four  books  have their ground colour  neatly divided
into two like the champs, dark rose and blue, both  over-painted in white  with
patterns  composed  of acanthus leaves, scrolls or a geometric design. The
predominant border colours are the  same  dark rose or wine-red — often
unattractively dulled to  a  reddish brown or  taken  down  with  white to a soft pink
— and  a  bright blue also  frequently toned  down  with white. The other  colours
used are  a  garish emerald green, with the occasional use of yellow to soften it;
some  orange-brown, again used with yellow; and gold to back the initials and
the formal border pattern. Overall, the standard of colours cannot be said to be
good, they lack subtlety or brilliance.

The initial  H  of  Book  1 (£020 encloses the arms of England supported by
the silver (now  oxidized) boars of  Richard  III beneath  a  closed imperial crown.
The background is olive green with  a  gold fernleaf pattern. In the centre of the
lower  border  stands  a gold  griffin on a green  mound; presumably the griffin of
the  earldom  of Salisbury held by Richard's son and deriving from Queen  Anne
Neville’s  family. The naturalistic flowers in this  border  are pink roses and
columbines.  Book 2  (£26) begins  with  an initial  I  skilfully composed of
entwined acanthus leaves. The naturalistic plants are pink marshmallows and
yellow acorns in bright green cups.  Book  3 (£49) has an initial  H  enclosing the
arms of Anne Neville and the naturalistic flowers of the border are  thistles,
daisies and  violets. Book  4  (£98) has another  capital H with a  formal foliage
infill. The realistic plants are periwinkles, thistles, strawberries, pinks, a  few
acorns, and a large mauve crocus incongruously forming the terminal of the
formal border pattern in the lower right corner.

Generally the work is competent; the fanciful pattern appears to be the
more successful in  both  colouring and execution, perhaps because the modern
viewer demands more of any attempt to render plants naturalistically. The
plants are recognisable but the talent of the artist  seems a limited one, on the
evidence of  this book  alone.  Book 2  has the  most  pleasing of the four vinets, in
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particular in the design and colouring of the letter I. The  coats  of arms are not
well done and the complicated heraldry of the Queen is  a  disaster, requiring far
greater skill  with a  brush for this size of work. It is possible that the two  coats  of
arms  and the griffin were added by another (third?) artist, or as an afterthought.
The work as  a  whole, however, suggests  one artist  able  and trained to do highly
finished standard patterns and another  more  individual talent who may have
specialised in naturalistic motifs.

The quality of the manuscript has  been called  ‘disappointing’, especially as
it was made for a king, and it is said to show signs of haste. Its comparatively
simple execution and small  size, however, may indicate  a gift  to the  King by
someone of lesser means or  that  it was made with his son in mind.2l The
colophon of the manuscript reads:
(f.123b) ‘Here endeth the  boke  that clerkes clepeth in Latyn  Vegecii  De Re
Militari. This  boke  of  Vegecii  of dedes of  knyghthode  was translated out of
Latyn  in to English at the ordenaunce and bidding of the worthy and
worshipfull lord Sire  Thomas  de Berkeley, to grete disport and daliaunce of
lordes and worthy werriors  that  ben passed by wey of age all labor and traveling
and to  grete  informacion and lernyng of  yong lordes and knyghtes  that  ben lusty
and loveth to here and see and to use dedes of armes and chivalry. (This  boke
was translate in to English in the  vigil]  of All Hallowes, the yere of cure lord god
ml  cccc  and viijth yere  etc.)‘

It was apparently hoped  that  the  book  would help both veterans in their
reminiscences and  young men in their education.  That  the treatise was  thought
to be particularly suitable for the  young is perhaps confirmed by the  fact  that
Edward  I  may have  been  only seventeen  when the  translation  by ‘Mastre
Richard’ was made for him,22 and by the possibility that the manuscript
discussed here was executed for Edward of Middleham. Evidence for this last
assumption are the griffin mentioned, earlier — Edward’s principal badge since
1478  — and the arms of both his parents in two of the initials. Since these are
the only clues to ownership (and no other animals appear in the decoration) the
ascription is not impossible. One wonders, however, why young Edward’s arms
were not painted in in one of the other decorated initials.

What  is certain is  that  the  book  was finished in  1483-5  (and probably
before the death of the Prince of Wales in April  1484  and his mother in March
1485), either as  a  gift  for the Prince or his father and either as a commission by
the King himself or  someone else. It was a modest commission, but it is a work
of attractive consistency and unity and exists in its own right. It is pointless to
compare it to greater and more lavish  work  for kings; its small format may also
suggest  that  it was meant to be actually taken  along on campaign.

As this manuscript of  Vegetius‘ book  appears to be an  almost  unique
commission for  a  Yorkist  king from an English workshop it seems worthwhile
to  study its illumination in detail.

The only study of work  comparable  to  that  of the  Vegetius  is  that  by Dr.
Kathleen Scott;23 she brought together  a  number of manuscripts in which she
identified the collaboration of two London based artists. One of  them  did the
formal border work of bars and foliage surrounding the  text  — the initial
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letters, the scrolls and bunched groups of acanthus leaves and trumpet flowers
so typical of  London  work from the first decade of the fifteenth century; so
typical indeed, and so general, that  identification and separation of one ‘formal’
artist from another appears to be impossible. The second  —  ‘naturalistic’ —
artist showed more individuality and Dr.  Scott  called him the ‘owl illuminator’
because of the recurrence of the identical owl in the manuscripts she studied.
His other subjects are  also  important to  note, however, in order to  extend  his
oeuvre and collaboration: peacocks, magpies, other birds, apes, strawberries,
daisies and pinks.” These  he  placed  in the reserved spaces of his collaborator;
his own  blank  spaces were then filled in by a  profusion of gold-centred burrs
and black squiggles, either by himself or  a  more junior member of the
workshop, probably an apprentice. (This is  not, however, to  suggest  this was the
order in which the items  were  painted.) Dr.  Scott  sees the naturalistic artist’s
menagerie as the work of  a  ‘foreigner', or of an Englishman with strong
Netherlandish connections.25 She places the production of her two artists circa
1465, but  none  of her six manuscripts are dated and one can suggest that the
three  that  do admit of any date  are just as, and possibly more, susceptible to
being placed in the 14705.“5

Of Dr.  Scott‘s  manuscripts the one  that  can  most  easily be compared to the
Vegetius, British Library Harleian Ms. 2887, contains several folios painted in
the manner described  above  for- the  Vegetius, but  with  a  more elaborate
repertoire by the naturalistic  artist:  roses, violets, strawberries, daisies,
peacocks, as well as the owl, monkeys playing bagpipes, and on folio 80  a  half-
clad, sturdy, little wild man with  a  horn. Placed beside the  Vegetius  the
similarity between  the two manuscripts is immediately apparent in  lay-out,
colouring and general quality, but the Harleian manuscript was a more
complicated commission and elicited more imaginative work from this artist.27
The  comic  motifs and particularly the wild man, call to mind similar work in
another  London  manuscript of this date.

Liber  Dumhorne28 is a  London  custumal commissioned by William
Dunthorne, Common  Clerk of the City of London  1461-90, circa  1474. It is  a
large, impressive volume, as one would  expect  of  a record  of the capital  City's
customs, with a  magnificent  full vinet on its first folio. Inserted in the spaces left
by the  formal  English border are naturalistic plants, a squirrel with  a nut, a
magpie (or jay), a  naked  child  waving a  toy windmill, a  half-child-half—
fourfooted—animal  with  a  snail’s shell as his helmet  grasping a branch of
strawberries as a lance, and another naked child with a trumpet. The animals
and figures are identical in spirit to  those  in Harleian Ms. 2887. The plants are
strawberries, sweet-peas, roses, pinks and blue  columbines.  On  folio  29 the same
artist has again done the naturalistic infill including this time cornflowers and  a
couple of birds. On this folio it is the formal border  that  dominates, being set in
a  broad band of burnished gold that widens to make solid squares of gold in
each corner behind the bunches of formal foliage.

Within  the  same  decade the Waxchandlers’ Charter,29 granted 16 February
1484, and presumably illuminated  very soon  after, has the same formal
decoration  for its initial letter and for the rest of its border the naturalistic
artist’s repertoire of roses, large blue columbines, a  peacock, pinks, thistles,
strawberries, violets, daisies, and bees in attention on all the flowers as  a  tribute
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to the provider of the Waxchandlcrs’ profits. The same crowded  effect  of the
earlier manuscripts is maintained by the additional infill of pen squiggles and
gold burrs.

Known  to be of the same date as the Waxchandlcrs’ Charter is the  Vegetius
of Richard III.  These  two manuscripts are the  only two precisely dated ones of
the series and in the latter we again find the  motifs  of the naturalistic painter:
violets, daisies, pinks, columbines, but no animals or grotesques, probably
because the small format of the  book  did not allow them.  Assuming the same
artist or a  very close associate with the same  house  repertoire or pattern book”
and in the same workshop, the work of the  Vegetius  is  a  little tired and  more
overcrowded  —  the last characteristic being very noticeable in a black and white
reproduction. Comparison with the other works, especially Liber  Dunthorne,
does not entirely flatter the  Vegetius, although it remains  a  pleasing work when
seen ‘in the flesh’. The  colours  are essentially the same, but  subtlety of grinding
and mixing is not as careful as it could be in this workshop. The tiredness is
probably best explained by the commissioned price of the manuscript, for it was
this  that  determined the quality and the effort put into it.

To  pass  to the formal border around which the naturalistic artist had to
work: here it is much less possible or necessary to  suggest  one artist as the  only
collaborator at any one time. From the early fifteenth century this type of
border  was standard work in England3l —  the colours and devices repeat
themselves endlessly, scale  and quality depending on the commission.32 What
does  seem to be clear from the work of the accepted authorities on illumination
is  that  the best London tradition of  these  borders was the product of one school
or  shop, ‘one’ being an immediately misleading number as clearly one master
can teach several apprentices. The descent of style and workshop patterns and
iconography should  be  seen in terms of  a  family tree spreading out in branches
of different strengths and achievements, and constantly intermarrying with
other  family trees.

This particular border style had developed, or more  pejoratively,
deteriorated from the work produced in the high-quality and innovative
workshops of such shadowy (and even chimeric!) personalities as Herman
Scheerre, John  Siferwas, the other  John  or Johannes, and their associates of
c.1400  to c.1430, absorbing or rejecting various foreign influences  over  the
years.33 Sometimes, as we have  seen, it was used in conjunction with more
individualistic decoration or  with a  few decorated initials or champs, with  a
general  infill  of pen sprays ending in  coloured  or gold finials of one sort or
another.  This  last  combination seems to have been  used  particularly for copies
of professional  men’s  working books, especially texts  of  a  certain standing such
as  statutes  of the realm.34 Thomas  Fitzwilliam, recorder of London  1483-96,
probably commissioned  such  a  volume  of the statutes in the 14605,35 and
another  was apparently made for Margaret of Anjou in 1444.36

Perhaps more important for our purposes of comparison is. the  copy of the
statutes  1 Henry IV to 11  Henry VII, called  Cartae  AntiquaeJ7 and made for the
city of London. It was illuminated in two parts, after the first parliaments of
Edward IV and Henry VII, probably going to the same shop on  each  occasion.
One artist did the royal portraits in the initials beginning the  statutes  of Henry
IV to Edward IV, another did  those  of Richard III and Henry VII; the  rest  of all
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the borders is the usual formal  foliage  twisted around  a  bar with an infill of pen-
sprays.  Cartae Antiquae’s  two phases of illumination  suggest  the following line
of thought. The first artist, painting probably in the  14605, has  a  capacity to
paint faces  delicately and his painting techniques and colouring are generally
good  but his design is flat and  dated, his kings and their  attendants  are of the
playing card variety, there is no perspective, the attendants in the Edward IV
initial, for  example, being cut off at their waist  ‘bchind’ the line of the green tiled
floor and the  King’s  bench. His kings all wear the old-fashioned open  crown  and
all his figures have the short cropped hair of the first half of the fifteenth
century; both  these features  suggest  the painter was an old man in the  1460533
(or one  working from an old-fashioned pattern  book).

The same colours are used by the artist of the  last  two ‘portraits' in  Cartae
Antiquae  (Richard III and Henry VII), who worked at  some  date  between
c.1483  and  c.1497  (obviously the work of the initial beginning the 1485
parliamentary statutes could have  been done  before the  texts  of the later
statutes  were added).  This  artist’s figure work is crude, the hands being grossly
out of proportion, his  spacing is crowded and lacks even the formal precision of
his predecessor, but he gives his kings the closed crown and long hair expected
in the later  fifteenth  century. Colours  have also  become cruder in mixing: the
harsh emerald  green  this artist is happy to use had been shaded and toned by his
predecessor and his harsh wine-red had  been  warmed to  orange  and yellow. He
adds a slightly incongruous grey-mauve  into  his Henry VII initial, remarkably
like  that  used by the painter(s) of the  Vegetius  on folio 98.

The same artist was also certainly responsible for some crudely
proportioned figures of kings and  attendants  with over-sized  hands  in the
historiated initials of  a  copy of the statutes 25 Henry VI to 11 Henry VII now at
St. John's College, Oxford, and J. J. G. Alexander has in turn noted this
Oxford  manuscript’s similarity to another copy of the  statutes  at Harvard
University. Clearly the work of  this  artist was deemed entirely suitable as
decoration for legal  textbooks; he and his fellow workers had  a  definite market,
despite their limited skill.39

Building on Dr.  Scott’s  own suggestions  about  London workshops40 one
can  speculate  on a succession of  two, possibly three, generations  (not  necessarily
related by blood) of painters  managing one large, prosperous workshop
surviving from  c.1400  to at least the  14905, and dominating London  production
with  a  formal ‘English‘ style of border pattern  that  changed slightly and slowly.
This  border  often stood  by itself or with  a  simple infill of pen sprays, but at
other times, for more prestigious manuscripts or customers, a  painter might add
a far more imaginative infill.  Such  a painter  might  be  part, or even the head, of
the main workshop, or he  might  be  a  small master of talent who worked, as
hired, for the well established shops of other painters who had more financial
and administrative than painterly ability, or of  a  stationer. The workshop had
to bear the  cost  of the  book  until it was paid for — parchment, paper, wages,
paint, gold leaf — and capital was an essential  before  any artist could safely set
up on his own. It seems unnecessary to assume  that  the greater talent was  also
the person in charge of the workshop.

That  such  organisation of  book  making was  done  by the London  Stationers
has been shown by Paul Christiammn‘l and there was at  least  one family of
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successful London painters  that might  have  had  such  a  business.  They
progressed  to  being merchant adventurers  by the end of the fifteenth  century
and  their second generation  was  represented  by William Melbourne,
Chamberlain  of London  1492-1505.  What Melbourne’s  talents were  for  painting
is not known, but his  painter’s  shop was  successful  as late as the 1480s.“2

The  combination  of two  talents, visible in such  works  as  Liber  Dunthome
and the Vegetius, was  possibly the  result  of the  businessman's choice, coupled
with  some  awareness  of the  client’s  pocket  and preferences; it  does  not  seem
necessary to  suppose  that  the  several painters  of  a  manuscript knew each  other,
or  even  communicated  over  the  work  in hand.‘3 Dr.  Scott  complains  of how the
formal border  crowds out the work of her  owl-illuminator  —  perhaps this
impression  of  competitiveness  and lack of an  overall design, so  frequent  in
London  illumination  at this date, was the  unfortunate result  of the
businessman, who was not  necessarily an  artist, being in  charge  —  the  ever-
present problem  of  English philistinism.“

Such  men as  William  Melbourne  with  his  civic connections  may have been
specially well placed  to  attract  prestigious civic commissions; others may have
attracted  the  lawyers  who  wanted  their statutes  enlivened, while  men  like  the
king's serjeant painters, John Stratford  and John  Serle (c.1453-74  and 1474-
c.1510) might  attract  the  royal  commissions to  themselves.  None of  them
needed  to  turn work  outside  their  own  speciality away, for  they could
commission  other  workmen  in  their  turn. In the  absence  of  royal  and  civic
accounts  we  cannot name  the  painters  of  Liber Dumhorne,  the  Waxchandlers’
Charter  or  Richard  III‘s  Vegetius  even  though we can say that  the  same artists
were involved  in  them  all.“5

NOTES AND REFERENCES

I. The work is known  either  as  Epitama  rei  militaris  or De re  militari.  Most of the following is  based  on:

Geschichle  der  Wissenschaflen  in  Deulschland.  reprinted  New  York/ London] Hildesheim I965, vol.  2l, M.

Ja‘hns.  Geschichte  der  Kriegswiuenschaflen.  part  I, pp.l09-205;  M. Springer. Vegelius im Mittelalter,

Philalogux.  vol.  123  (I979). pp.85-90;  D. Bernstein, Military Manuals in  Fifteenth-Century England.

Medieval  Studies,  vol.  37  (I975), pp.469-77  and J. A. Wisman,  L'Epilama  rei  militaris  dc Végtce et sa

fortune au Moyen Age, Le  Mayan  Age.  vol.  85(1979), pp.12-3l.  The  summary was made with the help of the

Teubner  edition of the Latin text:  Flavi Vegeu‘ Rennn‘ Epitama  Rei  Militaris,  ed. C. Lang, 1885. reprinted

Stuttgart  I967  (which  should  be  used  in conjunction with A.  Anderson.  Studio Vegetiana.  Uppsaln  1938).

See  also  G. A.  Lester.  Sir  John  Paslank  'Grele  Boke'.  A  Descriptive  Calalogue  with  an  Introducll'on.  of

British Library MS  Lansdowne  285.  Woodbridge  1984.  pp.50  and  l59-63 (the  English translation of  I408
(see  below) is part of this  composite ms.) and W. Goffan. The  Date  and  Purpose  of Vegelius ‘De Re  Militari‘,

Tradilia,  vol.  33  (I977), pp.6S-l00 (esp. pp.65-9). A  relative,modern  translation.  with a brief introduction,

by John  Clarke, called  ‘The  Military Institutions of the  Romans' was  published  in: T. R. Phillips, Roots  of

Strategy.  a  collection  of mililary classics.  London I943, pp.35-94.

2.  Vegelius  was  came: sacrarum  Iargilionum  (literally:  'counl  of the  sacred largcsse'), an official  whose  original duty

it had been to give gifls of money to  soldiers. The late  Roman  title  comes, used for  holders  of many state  ofl'lees,

was  taken  by some  medieval translators to denote nobility (‘Vegesius that was son to the worshipful  crle Renate').

3. C. R.  Shrader,  A  Handlisl  of  Extam  Manuscripts containing De Re  Milimn' of  Flavius  Vegelius Renatus,

Scripmrium.  vol.  33  (I979), pp.280-305.  lists 243  ms.  in  Latin, 46 in  French.  l7 in English and IS in other

vernacular  languages.

4.  Richard  of  Gloucester owned  a  copy of this last book; it is to be  discussed in a future  article  in The  Ricardian.

5. See L.  Thorpe, Maslre Richard. A  Thirteenth-Century Translator  of the ‘De Re  Militari‘ of Vegetius,
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6.

9.

I0.

l5.

l6.

I7.

I  9.
20.

2l.

22.

Scriptan‘um,  vol. 6 (I952), pp.39-50, and M. D.  Leggc.  The Lord Edward's Vegelius.  Scripmrium,  vol.  7  (I953).
pp.262-5.

Several copies of French  translations  were acquired by the  English kings;  for  instance,  BL.Mss.Royal 20 B  i  and
[7  E  v  contain  a  translation  of Xenophon‘s  Cyropaedia  ('Education of  Cyrus',  a  classical ‘mirror of  prints)  and
Jean  de  Vignay‘s fourteenth-century Vegctius  translation. A copy of  this  Cyrapuedia  appears to have  been taken
by the Swiss  after Charles  the field‘s  defeat  and  death  at Nancy and  this  led scholars to believe  that  he —-
dramatically but  fulilely —  read Vegetius before  the battle. Every  military  man of mcans  probably owned a  copy
of  Vegelius  in the  fifteenth  century.
Francois Villon (born  MI”) in [2  Mi:  de  Francois Villon.  I,  line  8, to be  found  in any  edition  of his work.
F. l3; this and  other quotations  at:  taken  from Richard lll's  copy  of the Vegetius translation,  BLMs.  Royal  IS A
xii; no  attempt  has  been made  to correct its errors in  copying or  translation;  ampcrsands have been extended  and
punctuation  and the use of  capitals  modernised. For ‘foyning‘ in  loumamenls see:  S.  Anglo, Anglo-Burgundian
Feats of Arms:  Smilhfield, June  I467,  Guildhall Miscellany  vol.  2  (I965), p.276 and n. 30.
Jfihns  (see  n. I), 111).] ”-8. '

‘No  plans  are better  than  those of  which your enemy knows nothing until  they have  been  executed‘; ‘every army
grows  more  effective  by hard work and  gets  less effective by doing nothing‘: “good  commanders never  fight open
battles  unlas they are driven to it by a  sudden  event or  great  necessity‘.
Christine  dc  Pisan,  The  Book  of Faylles  afArme:  and  Chyvalrye,  translated  by William  Caxton. ed. A. T. P.
Bylus, EETS.OS.IB9, I932, reprinted  l97l.

G. A. later of Sheffield University is  about  to realise the edition and publication of the text of the I408
translation  from  Bodleian  Ms.  Done: 29]. Another English translation  is  a  verse paraphrase composed by an
anonymous  supporter of Henry VI and inspired by the political  situation  of his day (1457-60). It 'can be
considered  an  original political  poem as well as  a translmion', Boms‘ein  (see  u. I). p.472: for an edition  see:
Knyghlhode  and  Balaile,  ed. R. Dyboski and Z. M.  Arend,  EETS.OS.20l. I936  (for  I935) and for comments on

this and  other  versions see:  H. N.  MacCracken, Vegetius  in  English. in  Anniversary Papers  by Colleagues  and
Pupils  of G.  L  Kimedge, Presented  on the  Completion  of his fivenLv-Fifth  Year  of Teaching in  Harvard

University.  June I913.  Boston] London  I913,  [11:389-403.
For the problem of the  identity of the  translator (and  his patroness) see  especially the  introduction  to  Boelhius:

De  Como/mime  Philawphiae  Iranslaled  by John Walton.  ed. M.  Science, EETS.OS.I70, I927  (for  I925) and
MacCracken (sac n.  12).  The colophon of some copies of the  translation  has  a cryptogram  of the author's  name,
which  has  been interpreted  as  Clifton, Banncnon  or  Flagton  but the most  likely solution  is  Walton.
Simple  examples are  miles  (soldier), translated  chivaler  in almost all cases by the  French, ‘chivaler' and

‘knight‘ by the  English,  and  lira  (recruit). which became  Chevalier. jeune  chevalier.  or  jauvencel  in French
and ‘bechelor‘, ‘werrior‘ or  ‘new  knyghl‘ in English. The  Iesludo  (literally: tortoise). that is, a shelter made of
wood  to  protect  men  handling a  battering ram,  was  left  untranslated or called  Iimace  (snail) by the French.
The  English poet  called it ‘a  tortoise  or  a  shelled snail‘.  Royal  IS A xii has (ffJOS-é): ‘This  gynne  also is
cleped the  snaile,  for  right  as the  snail:  hath his hous over hym where he  walketh  or reslelh and out of his
hous  he  sheteth  his had:  when  he woll and draweth hym inne  a  yene. so  doth  this  gynne;  therefor it is cleped
the snayle'.

Both Isidore‘s  name  and the  reference  to his  Ethymalagiae  were  hopelessly confused by successive copyisls.
Lydgarels' Troy Book.  ed. H.  Bergen,  vol. I. EETS.ES.97,  I906,  reprinted I973,  lines  86-9.
G. F. Warner and J. P. Gilson.  British  Museum  Calalague  of Weslem  Manuscripls  in the Old  Royal  and  Kingfis-
Ubrary Collections.  London  l92l,  vol. 2,  p.267; they add that  this  book does not appear in the old  catalogues  of
the collections.

W. A.  Craigie, ‘Champ’ and ‘Vynet‘.  Note:  and  Queries.  vol. 148 March  I925,  p.l7l. and  Margaret Rickert  on
Illumination  in J. M. Manly and  Edith Ricken.  The  Text  aflhe Canterbury  Tales.  8  vols.,  University  of  Chicago
I940, vol. I, pp.562-3.  581-3.

Manly and Rickcn. pp.562-3.
P.  Tudor-Craig,  Richard III.  NPG  Catalogue  of the  Exhibition  I973, 2nd  edition  London I977. plates l0 and II
show {LI and 49.
ibid..  p.57,  item  IJI.  Rhoda  Edwards. Notes and Queries, 1112 Rimrdian.  vol. 3, no. 47 (l974),  p.18.  As Richard
I“  himself  was  probably well able  to read Latin  (and  French) the  English translation might  also  point  to  young
Edward.

Legge  (see n. S),  pmim.
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23.

B?!

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

3l.

32.

33.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

K. L.  Scott, A  Mid-Fifteenth—Ccntury English Illuminating Shop and its Customers,  Journal  of the  Warburg and

Courmuld lnxlilum‘.  vol. 3! (I968).  pp.l70-96.

ibid.,  especially pp.l70-l, I75,  l87 and l9l.

ibid.  pp.l73-4  and  194—5. For the order of  painting sec  e.g.  R. G.  Calkins, Stages  of Execution: Procedum of
Illumination  as revealed in an Unfinished  Book  of  Hours,  62:10, vol. [7 (I978). pp.6l-70.
Scott,  pp.l76-82,  l84-9. The Gower  family birthdays  in I467 could  have been  added to BL.Harl.Ms.2887 a! any

date after I467; for Bodley Ms.283 Dr. Scott  admits  that the owner Thomas Kipping‘s  career  was at its  height  in
the l470s and  thn!  the I464  statute  on piked Show is  a highly speculative basis for  dating; lastly she  again admits

that  Cambridge  Ms.EE.4.37  could well  be of the  14705  and not of the l460s as she concludes. This is not, of

course, to  suggest that  the owl  illuminalor  could not  have been  active in the M605.  Cambridge  Ms.EE 4.37 lacks

the  formal  border and lacks the 'finish‘ found  in the Vegelius, for example. This manuscript is illustrated in

colour  in Brunsdon  Yapp,  Bird:  in  Medieval Manuscripts,  British Library London  198]. plate  39, and certain

remarks are  made qualifying Dr. Scott‘s theories.
0n the  inequality of one mist‘s  work,  depending on the commission. see G. M.  Spriggs, The Nevill Hours and

the School of Herman  Schcerre,  Journal  of the  Warburg and  Courmuld  Institutes, vol. 37 (I974). p.l24.
Corporation  of  London  Records  Office, Uber  Dumharne.  We an: most  grateful  to Mr. J. Sewell for  reminding

us of the  delights  of  Uber Dunlhorne.  No  precise work  on the date of the ms. has  been done, or a!  least  recorded

as done.
A  colour facsimile of the charter may be consulted in the  Guildhall  Library, Ms.95l7 A. The  initial  is  illustrated

in colour in P. W. Hammond and  Anne  F.  Sutton,  Richard III:  the  Rand  to  Basworlh Field.  London I985,

p.l29.
For  a fifteenth-cgntury English  sketch- or  pattern book  see  Janet Backhouse, An llluminalor‘s  Sketchbook,

British  Library Journal.  vol. I, no. I  (I975),  pp.3—l4.
Margaret  Ricken in  Manly and Rickcn (see n.  l8), pp.569-8l, discusses the development of this border style in

the  fifteenth  century. Gerhardt Schmidt. Two  Unknown English  Hora: from the  Fifteenth  Century, Burlington

Magazine.  vol. l03 (l96l), especially pp.52—3, is also imponam for this  development  and ideas about the

amalgam  of stylas.

Scot! (see 11. 23). p.l72 and conclusion.

See  note  31.
An earlier  example  is  dated  to  c.14l3; G. F.  Warner, Catalogue  of the  Dyson  Perrins Collection.  2  vols., London

I920, vol. 1, item  l7. pp.62-3: vol. 2, plate  23.

Filzwilliam's slalums cover I Edward III to 23 Henry V]; the  volume  was certainly made  before  I479;  Warner

(see  n. 34). vol. I, item  2l,  pp.70-2; VOL 2, plate  29. See also A.  Higgins, On an  illuminated  and emblazoned copy

of the statutes of Edward  In  to Henry VI  illustrating the  genealogy of the  family of  Fitzwilliam  of  Mablelhorpe,

co. Lincoln.  Archaeologia.  vol. 57, pm  I  (I900), pp.l-l0.

Yale  University, Law Library Ms.6. S.T.ll, no. I, being statutes from  I327 10 I444  with  later  additions  to  I477;

the  last king illustrated  is  Edward  IV. In The  Secular  Spirit:  Lafiz and Art at the End of the  Middle  Ages,

Metropolitan  Museum of An  Exhibition Catalogue, New York I975, item  I62, pp.l42-3.

Corporation of London Records  Office,  Curiae Anliquae.  This ms. is described in N. R.  Ker, Medieval

Manuscripts  in  British  Libraries.  vol. I:  London.  Oxford I969. pp.l8—9 and compared to  other  mss.. but no
comment is made on the two  painters;  uber Dumhorne  is not covered by Ker. The work of the first artist is

illustrated in P. E. Jones and R.  Smith,  A  Guide  to the  Records  in the  Corporation aflondan  Records Oflice
and the  Guildhall  Library Munimem Roam,  London I95I. Frontispicee, and the work of the second  artist  in

Hammond and  Sutton  (see u.  29),  p.66.

It can be  suggested that this  artist could also be the maker of the  miniatures  in BL.Harl.Ms.2887, e.g. ff.97b  and

”3, and be the William  Abell  identified by .I. J. 6.  Alexander, William Abcll  ‘lymnour‘ and fifteen-century

English  illumination. in  Kunslhislorische  Farschungen  Ono  Pfichl  zu  seinem  70  Geburslag.  ed. A. Rosenauer

and G.  Weber, Salzburg I972,  pp.l66-72.

J. J. 0.  Alexander  and  Elibieta  Temple.  Illuminated  Manuscripts  in  Oxford  College  libraries.  the  University

Archives  and the  Taylor  Institution.  Oxford  I985, item 62! and plate  (the other  ms. is Harvard  University,

Houghton  Library Ms. Richardson 40). The  study of the  manufacture  of such  collections  of  statutes does  not
appear to  have been  undenaken. The illumination of charters is  being sludied by Elizabeth Danbury. but her

work  is not yet in print.
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40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

. The  records  of the medieval  London  guilds of the  Painters  and  Slainers  do not  survive either.

For funher  discussion on the organisation of  workshops  see  e.g.  L. M. J.  Delaissé, The  lmponanc'e  of  Books  of

Hours  for the  History  of the  Medieval  Book, in  Gathering:  in  Honor  of Dorothy  E.  Miner,  ed. U. E.

McCracken, L. M. C.  Randall  and R. H. Randall, Baltimore I973, pp.208-l8, 22! and  224-5..

C. P. Chr'stianson,  A Century of the  Manuscript-Book Trade  in Late  Medieval  London,  Medievalia  el

Humanistic-a.  vol.  12  (I984), pp.l43-6S.

A. F.  Sutton  and P. W.  Hammond.  The  Coronation  of Richard  III.  The  Exmm Documents.  Gloucester  I983,

pp.372-3.
Gatherings or  folios could  be  dispersed  to  oulworkers  by the  central  organiser. Painters  also moved from

town to town and county to county after  commissions.  providing a  constantly changing personnel, to the

vexation  and often the undoing of the art  historian. Combinations  can therefore be  various  and  puzzling. see

Schmidt (see n. 31) for the amalgam of  Dutch  and English  styles.

See note 27.
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